
ETHICS AND CEO PAY

The Ethics of Executive Compensation. CEOs, senior executives, and boards of directors are bound by fiduciary duty to
ensure pay is just and.

Berkowitz ed. Google Scholar Kant, I. Google Scholar Berle, A. However, high amounts of compensation
linked to operational goals can encourage unethical behavior to ensure continued pay levels and employment
Perel , pp. A compensation committee of independent directors is generally responsible for assessing and
formulating CEO and executive compensation in public companies Bender , p. Established periodic
benchmarking of compensation in firms occurs through peer group analysis. For example, executive
compensation at recipient institutions of the Troubled Assets Relief Program decreased during the Great
Recession, demonstrating linkage between corporate performance and executive pay Winkelvoss, Amoruso
and Duchac , pp. Research linking high use of equity-associated pay, such as share options and restricted
stock, to unethical behavior such as financial misrepresentation Harris and Bromiley indicates structuring
executive compensation in this way is not beneficial to long-term corporate interests. Google Scholar Rawls, J.
Google Scholar Velasquez, M. There are ther criticisms, such as the perceived complicity of directors and
compensation committees in facilitating excessive increases in executive pay Pelel , p. Successful but
excessive risk-taking grants managers prodigious rewards, which in turn are the impetus for such conduct
Blinder  Current compensation schemes would be morally permissible if the voluntary actions of awarding
such compensation harmonizes with the voluntary actions of all stakeholders, providing justice is upheld
Micewski and Troy , p. These include whether such compensation is excessive compared against provision of
service and whether the compensation process is compromised by inadequately transparent negotiation Perel ,
p. Google Scholar Hill, C. Google Scholar Mizruchi, M. This process ultimately pushes up pay for everyone
through a contagion effect. Distributive justice examines the dispersion of material and immaterial resources,
including social, economic and cultural capital in a society, and the rationales for certain inequalities Calhoun
; Blackburn  Rising Executive Compensation Levels: Empirical Data Executive pay has continued to rise
considerably since the s, as the following points demonstrate: The Economic Policy Institute calculates CEO
compensation grew by percent between and , compared to  Google Scholar Patton H. By a wide margin.
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